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Mission

The European CDO Digital team has as mission to steer the digital strategy across all

locations with high focus to support following business axes across our industrial processes

: H&S - Productivity - Quality - Maintenance - Logistics - Reporting  - Supply chain and

the Flat Europe Decarbonization Green Steel Strategy 

What you will do : Project & role description

As part of this European CDO Digital team you take the lead on the further roll-out of our

Projects & Asset Lifecycle Information Management (ALIM) central platform.  ArcelorMittal

Flat Europe has chosen to deploy the cloud based, data-centric Asset Lifecycle Information

Management (ALIM) solution SDx of Hexagon, aiming to create a reliable digital twin that

intelligently allows to feed data needed for operations & maintenance from the project’s

deliverables. This platform is currently used as the document management system for our

project engineering teams working on Green Primary sustainability program. It allows them

the tooling to easily exchange, review and store of all kinds of project documents and (3D)

drawings between our local and central engineering teams and OEM/EPCM partners. In the

next stage we have to extend the use of this platform to maintenance and operations

teams. 

The platform was recently put in operations; further enhancements are getting build by the

project team (ArcelorMittal + Hexagon), IT service management processes (change & release

mgmt etc) are applied to ensure the operational governance and stability of this platform.

As a IT Product Owner we do expect that you further roll-out and enhance the product
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together with the various stakeholders. This means you bridge the gap between the

product strategy and its development to drive our business forward. 

You broaden the scope of use to other projects and extend functional product

coverage from project to operations scope. You guide these cluster and user

communities with their project setup and product onboarding.

You build a product vision & strategy, and translates this into a roadmap for

execution.

You collaborate with users to understand and anticipate their needs and translate them

into product requirements. Mastering the product, its functional capabilities and AM

product configuration not have any secrets to you. 

You manage the demand as a product backlog together with the key users.

You follow-up the implementation and guarantee that changes meet business

requirements, and do not induce any regression impact after deployment.

Easy configurations done by AM, more advanced configurations (and developments)

together with Hexagon.

Being hands-on you’re not afraid to perform some business & system

administrative activities yourself.

You manage the relations and collaboration with the various customer stakeholders

and the product supplier.

You steer the key user community, and guide the users to get the max out of the

platform.

You govern the product quality & robustness in service delivery & daily operations.

Next to the further settlement of the product to support in project mode, the further

preparation of the product to support in maintenance & operations is a key objective.

At First you will co-run together with existing project lead to get acquainted with the

functionalities and use of the platform in the context of the DECARB program and other

scopes. You will come in touch with various stakeholders part of the central and local teams

involved in the program. Additionally you further optimize the product support & stability



together with the Plant of the Future IT lead.

Additionally 

You follow market evolutions on engineering document management & asset lifecycle

information management and evaluate, with both central and local business experts, how

these can be applied into our steelmaking industry. 

You will be actively involved in our Plant of the Future (PotF) team in designing and

implementing the digital foundations of tomorrow – scoped to the project & ALIM

domain and beyond. By turning ideas into implemented pilot cases you demonstrate

the technical feasibility and business value.

You follow & support in a broader context the digital initiatives and pilots ongoing in

the different Flat Europe plants, you reach out to these stakeholders and do build a

network.

Your profile: 

You have a Technical oriented Master’s Degree in Digital, Computer Science,

Automation Technology, or a related field or showing high experience on technical

orientation. Real job experience within that field is a plus.

Having practical and/or organizational experience with EPC tools for document &

collaboration management is major plus. Being acquainted with PowerBI report

development is welcome.

You are an entrepreneur with a passion for digital technology and industry. So a big

interest in how new digital technologies and trends evolve and are applicable is

essential, such as Industry 4.0 , IIoT, big data analytics, cloud computing, edge

computing, smart automation, and artificial intelligence. 

You stimulate safety awareness within and across our organisation 

You are very result driven and have dedicated energy and determination to move

projects forward

You have good communication skills with the ability to interact effectively with



stakeholders such as the different plants of the Flat Europe scope, the local digital

officers, the Chief Digital Office team, suppliers, …

Proactive and results-oriented mindset with a passion for innovation and continuous

improvement. 

You have analytical and problem-solving abilities, with a strong attention to detail – your

will to go into depth of the product and to be open to be hands-on is key to mastery.

Creativity, out-of-the-box thinking, endurance, team spirit and focus are key elements of

your personality

Mobility is required for travels related to project based supporting the different locations

within Flat Europe 

English is mandatory. Mastery of additional European languages is a plus.

If you find your skillset and experience in line with our requirements, we encourage you to

join our CDO team at Flat Europe and contribute to continuous improvement of our digital

strategy and its quality of the delivered systems.

Self-motivated, proactive, and able to work independently as well as part of a team.

Loves information sharing & bringing other people on another level by guiding/coaching

Being proactive, innovative, curious, and bold and willing to understand, challenge and

support our business 

Looking for opportunities to develop and grow.

Change leader with natural intelligence to interact with different teams across Flat Europe 

Can work autonomously

What can we offer you ?

ArcelorMittal is all about equal opportunities and values diversity. We only select

candidates on the basis of their competences. Your age, gender, ethnic origin,



orientation, religion, disability, nationality, etc. do not affect your chance to help build

sustainable circular steel solutions for the future.

You can count on an attractive salary package. In addition to a very competitive basic

salary supplemented by a number of premiums, we offer meal vouchers, interesting

group and hospitalisation insurance and other extra-legal benefits. Moreover, you

can opt for a company car or bike and you get 40 days of leave per year!

ArcelorMittal is all about equal opportunities and values diversity. We only select

candidates on the basis of their competences. Your age, gender, ethnic origin,

orientation, religion, disability, nationality, etc. do not affect your chance to help build

sustainable circular steel solutions for the future.

Code: AMBE
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